Multiple Wearable Sensors in Parkinson and Huntington Disease Individuals: A Pilot Study in Clinic and at Home
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Abstract

\textbf{Background:} Clinician rating scales and patient-reported outcomes are the principal means of assessing motor symptoms in Parkinson disease and Huntington disease. However, these assessments are subjective and generally limited to episodic in-person visits. Wearable sensors can objectively and continuously measure motor features and could be valuable in clinical research and care. \textbf{Methods:} We recruited participants with Parkinson disease, Huntington disease, and prodromal Huntington disease (individuals who carry the genetic marker but do not yet exhibit symptoms of the disease), and controls to wear 5 accelerometer-based sensors on their chest and limbs for standardized in-clinic assessments and for 2 days at home. The study’s aims were to assess the feasibility of use of wearable sensors, to determine the activity (lying, sitting, standing, walking) of participants, and to survey participants on their experience. \textbf{Results:} Fifty-six individuals (16 with Parkinson disease, 15 with Huntington disease, 5 with prodromal Huntington disease, and 20 controls) were enrolled in the study. Data were successfully obtained from 99.3\% (278/280) of sensors dispatched. On average, individuals with Huntington disease spent over 50\% of the total time lying down, substantially more than individuals with prodromal Huntington disease (33\%, $p = 0.003$), Parkinson disease (38\%, $p =$ unspecified).
0.01), and controls (34%; \( p < 0.001 \)). Most (86%) participants were “willing” or “very willing” to wear the sensors again. **Conclusions:** Among individuals with movement disorders, the use of wearable sensors in clinic and at home was feasible and well-received. These sensors can identify statistically significant differences in activity profiles between individuals with movement disorders and those without. In addition, continuous, objective monitoring can reveal disease characteristics not observed in clinic.

**Introduction**

In *Social Physics*, Pentland [1] argues that studies should measure health on a scale of observations per person per minute. However, current metrics measure health on the period of months or even years. These measures are largely dominated by episodic, rater-dependent assessments that are almost exclusively performed in the clinic [2, 3]. Sensors, including wearable accelerometers, can continuously capture data that can be used to assess the health of individuals, and are particularly relevant in those affected by movement disorders. Frequent, objective, and sensitive assessments are critical to measuring health trends and determining the efficacy of novel therapeutics.

Parkinson disease is an increasingly common neurological disorder characterized by rest tremor, slowness in movement, rigidity, and postural instability. Because most of these motor and many nonmotor features (e.g., sleep disturbances) manifest externally, wearable sensors have been used to evaluate Parkinson disease for the last decade [4]. These sensors have extensively evaluated gait, slowness in movement, tremor, speech, activity, sleep disturbances, and autonomic dysfunction [5]. However, current limitations in the field include narrow spatial resolution from the sensors, limited analytical methods, and cumbersome devices [5].

Huntington disease is a rare genetic disorder that is characterized by involuntary movements (principally chorea, which are hyperkinetic, unpredictable movements), behavioral changes, and cognitive impairment [6]. The onset of the disease typically occurs in individuals who are in their 30s and 40s with a long asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic prodromal period before diagnosis. Unlike Parkinson disease, there have been few studies of wearable sensors for Huntington disease with only two studies recently published [7, 8], and only one of which evaluated recordings from home [8]. Moreover, no studies have examined the prodromal period in Huntington disease, which is an area of unmet need [2].

To address these gaps in our knowledge, we conducted a study of individuals with Parkinson disease, Huntington disease, or prodromal Huntington disease, and individuals without a movement disorder. We used 5 wearable and flexible sensors in the clinic and at home to evaluate the feasibility of capturing data from these sensors, characterize participant activities (proportion of day spent lying, sitting, standing, or walking), and survey participants on their experience.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study Overview and Design**

We conducted a 2-day observational study using accelerometer-based BioStampRC® wearable sensors developed by MC10 Inc. (Lexington, MA, USA) [9] in individuals with Parkinson disease, Huntington disease, or prodromal Huntington disease, and in controls.
without movement disorders. The goals of this study were to: (1) determine the feasibility of capturing data from structured motor tasks and passive monitoring of individuals with movement disorders using wearable sensors; (2) assess the activity (lying, sitting, standing, walking) of study participants in everyday life; and (3) evaluate participant experience with the sensors via survey. All participants gave informed written consent prior to participation in the study and all procedures were approved by the University of Rochester’s institutional review board.

Participants with Parkinson disease and Huntington disease had self-reported clinical diagnoses and participants with prodromal Huntington disease had confirmatory genetic testing (CAG trinucleotide expansion of at least 36 repeats) but did not have sufficient motor signs to warrant a diagnosis of manifest Huntington disease. All participants were recruited from local and regional support groups, clinics, and study interest registries. Unaffected and age-matched family, friends, and community members were recruited as controls. Prior to the clinical visit, the full written consent form was provided to potential participants for review.

In clinic, participants underwent the Montreal Cognitive Assessment [10] and signed the written consent form and video waiver form before providing basic demographic data, medical history, and information on technology use. Five sensors were then adhered to each participant using double-sided adhesives, with one on each anterior thigh, one on each anterior forearm, and one on the chest (Fig. 1). Participants were video-recorded undergoing standard clinical assessments including the Movement Disorder Society – Unified Parkinson Disease Rating Scale [11], the Unified Huntington Disease Rating Scale [12], Timed Up and Go [13], Ten-Meter Walk [14], and smartphone assessments [15]. Following the clinical visit, participants wore the sensors at home for an additional continuous interval totaling approximately 48 hours (sensors could be worn in the shower and during sleep). During this time, participants filled out an activity diary recording their predominant activity for every hour of the day (e.g., walking, sleeping, sitting) and movement disorder medication schedule. Upon completion of the at-home recording period, participants mailed the sensors and diaries to the research team.

Survey
At the study’s conclusion, participants completed an electronic survey on their experience with the comfort, security of adhesion, and removal of the sensors (see online suppl. Appendix A; for all online suppl. material, see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000479018).
Participants also provided feedback on the perceived value, drawbacks, and potential improvements for the use of wearable sensors. Responses from the survey were analyzed descriptively with response percentages calculated for multiple-choice questions. Open responses to survey questions were reviewed for overall themes.

**Analysis**

**Sensor Data Collected**

Triaxial acceleration data were collected from the sensors at a sampling rate of 31.25 Hz. Activity state information was determined based on sensor data from the chest sensor and one of the two thigh sensors. Analysis of other sensor data including the arm sensors is ongoing and is not reported here.

**Activity State Analysis**

Using data from the chest and thigh sensors, intervals were identified when the participant was lying down, sitting, or upright in posture. Further analysis performed on the recorded data in intervals of upright posture was used to differentiate between walking and standing. The chest and thigh sensors were affixed such that, for a participant standing still, the acceleration due to gravity (denoted by $1g$) was nominally pointing in the positive $y$ and negative $x$ directions, respectively, given the chosen reference coordinate system. Deviations from these reference orientations, caused by changes in sensor position or associated body part orientation, were corrected by applying a rotation matrix, estimated from the in-clinic “balance test” where the participant stood upright and stationary. Specifically, for the chest sensor, the axes $u$ and angle theta $\theta$ for the rotation that mapped the normalized mean “balance test” acceleration $= [x_{ch}, y_{ch}, z_{ch}]$ to the reference value $r_c = [0, 1, 0]$ are obtained as follows [16]:

$$u = \frac{a_r \times r_c}{||a_r \times r_c||}, \quad \theta = \cos^{-1}(a_y \cdot r_c).$$

From this, the corresponding rotation matrix for remapping the measured data can be computed as follows [16]:

$$R = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta + u_z^2 (1 - \cos \theta) & u_z u_x (1 - \cos \theta) - u_y \sin \theta & u_z u_y (1 - \cos \theta) - u_x \sin \theta \\
u_z u_x (1 - \cos \theta) + u_y \sin \theta & \cos \theta + u_z^2 (1 - \cos \theta) & u_z u_y (1 - \cos \theta) - u_x \sin \theta \\
u_z u_y (1 - \cos \theta) + u_x \sin \theta & u_x (1 - \cos \theta) + u_z \sin \theta & \cos \theta + u_z^2 (1 - \cos \theta)
\end{bmatrix}.$$

The rotation matrix for the thigh sensor was similarly determined using the corresponding reference orientation and normalized mean “balance test” acceleration.

Recorded data were partitioned into nonoverlapping 5-second intervals and a posture was identified for each interval by determining the dominant axis, i.e., the axis direction along which the mean acceleration was largest. The combination of dominant axes for the chest and thigh sensors was mapped to the posture categories lying down, sitting, and upright according to online supplementary Table 1 (<1% of the data corresponded to the anomalous “upside-down” posture categories listed in the table; these were omitted from further analysis).

The intervals of upright posture were split into periods corresponding to walking and standing. Walking durations were identified using a normalized autocorrelation-based analysis [17]. The normalized autocorrelation ranges between $-1$ and $1$ and assesses the similarity between the recorded acceleration profile and a temporally delayed version of the same, for a range of temporal delays, or lags. A value of $1$ indicates complete similarity, i.e., repetition of the same acceleration profile at the delay defined by the lag, a value of $0$ indicates no similarity, and a value of $-1$ indicates complete similarity of shape with a 180-degree
change in direction. Periodic steps during normal walking imply a corresponding (quasi) periodicity in the acceleration profile and are therefore manifested in the normalized autocorrelation as lags for which the autocorrelation exhibits a strong peak. Walking durations were identified as epochs within the upright posture intervals for which, over lags between 0.3 and 1.2 seconds that represent the plausible range of step durations, the maximum value of the normalized autocorrelation exceeded 0.1. The video logs for the in-clinic observations were used to validate this procedure for identifying walking intervals.

Results

Study Population and Feasibility

Sixteen participants with Parkinson disease, 15 with Huntington disease, 5 with prodromal Huntington disease, and 20 controls completed the 2-day study. Table 1 provides the baseline characteristics of the study participants. All participants completed in-clinic assessments and at-home monitoring and none withdrew from the study. Participant data were successfully obtained from 278 (99.3%) of the 280 sensors dispatched. One chest sensor and one leg sensor were lost in transit, both from participants with Huntington disease.
Physical Activity Analysis

Sensor data collected in clinic and at home were analyzed for activity state and compared to self-reported activity diaries (Fig. 2). Analysis of sensor data collected at home reveals that participants with Huntington disease spend significantly more time lying down compared to control participants (50.1 vs. 34.2%, \(p < 0.001\)). Figure 3 shows that participants with prodromal Huntington disease and Parkinson disease spend about the same proportion of time lying down as control participants (\(p = 0.64, p = 0.33\), respectively). Analysis of sleep transitions, which includes changes in lying position (back, side, front) and transitions from lying to sitting or standing, reveal that participants with Parkinson disease (\(p = 0.011\)), Huntington disease (\(p = 0.016\)), and prodromal Huntington disease (\(p = 0.915\)) all undergo slightly more sleep transitions than control participants (Fig. 4).
Participant Feedback

The post-study survey was completed by all 56 participants. As shown in Figure 5, the majority of participants found the sensors to be “comfortable” \( (n = 42) \) and “easy to remove” \( (n = 50) \). The most common complaint \( (n = 31) \) was regarding the adhesion of the sensors and participants reported sensors falling off or coming loose as a major drawback. When asked if they would be willing to use these sensors if asked in the future, 86\% \( (n = 48) \) of participants said they would be “willing” or “very willing.”
Discussion

In this small study, the use of self-adhesive wearable sensors among individuals with movement disorders was feasible, well-received, and identified new and important differences in activity levels among individuals with Huntington disease and Parkinson disease. Individuals with Huntington disease, all of whom were ambulatory, spent over half of the 48-hour observation period lying down, substantially more than any other group. This finding, which requires confirmation in future studies, is without precedent in the study of Huntington disease.
disease and leads to the hypothesis that the daily physical activity of those affected is markedly reduced.

One previous study evaluating energy expenditure in Huntington disease found that 24-hour sedentary energy expenditure and spontaneous physical activity were both increased among individuals with Huntington disease when compared to control individuals [18]. However, this spontaneous physical activity was highly correlated with severity of chorea, indicating increased energy expenditure due to involuntary movement rather than voluntary physical activity. Previous studies have shown that in both prodromal and manifest Huntington disease populations, those with sleep disturbances have significantly worse neuropsychiatric outcomes compared to those without [19, 20]. While it is known that disrupted sleep is an early symptom in individuals with prodromal Huntington disease, the underlying cause has not been identified and at-home monitoring has been limited [21]. Prior attempts to monitor sleep in the Huntington disease population using single and less sensitive activity monitors have shown poor agreement with EEG recordings and sleep diaries [22]. With our sensitive and comprehensive system of accelerometers, it may be possible to accurately monitor and characterize sleep disorders in the prodromal and manifest Huntington disease populations.

Individuals with Parkinson disease spent modestly more time lying down than individuals without a movement disorder. Previous studies have found that physical activity is reduced in individuals with mild to moderate Parkinson disease and that sedentary activity is increased in such individuals [23, 24]. Another study using accelerometers in Parkinson disease found that sedentary behavior, defined as time spent lying or sitting, was similar among individuals with and without Parkinson disease, but that episodes of sedentary behavior were likely to be longer (and less frequent) among individuals with Parkinson disease [24]. Our findings support this premise as we observed that participants with Parkinson disease had fewer state transitions during the day than controls despite having similar activity levels. Although studies have shown that disease severity, gait difficulty, and disability in daily living contribute to inactivity in individuals with Parkinson disease, a part of the variance remains unexplained [25]. Wearable sensors can provide deeper insight into the extent and nature of changes in activity level due to disease progression and better characterize Parkinson-related sleep disorders.

Fig. 5. Participant responses to end-of-study survey.
In this study, those with prodromal Huntington disease had activity profiles similar to controls. Larger sample sizes are required to confirm such findings, and other differences (e.g., in gait or involuntary movements) may still be present but were not part of this analysis. Identifying such differences could be helpful in finding outcome measures for assessing the efficacy of interventions aimed at individuals with prodromal Huntington (or Parkinson) disease.

This study is limited in its scale and scope. The number of study participants is modest, and the period of observation short (48 hours). Larger studies are required that include observation for perhaps briefer intervals but over longer time spans to determine how the measures in this study change over time. The scope of parameters assessed in this study was very narrow and focused on physical activity. Future analyses will investigate the presence of involuntary movements (e.g., tremor, chorea) and changes in gait among individuals in each of the groups. These analyses can also be used to gauge individual response to symptomatic therapy. Such objective analyses conducted in parallel with traditional assessments can provide an appraisal of the sensitivity of this new class of sensors in comparison to clinician-derived rating scales. This study also limited its assessment to data from accelerometers. These sensors and others include functions that can measure additional outcomes, including biometric data (e.g., heart rate, muscle activity), and thus provide additional insights. The analytical approach to assessing physical activity can be improved over time by utilizing video-recorded assessments in the home to give a more objective “ground truth” than diaries, and supply additional data to minimize the proportion of activities that are difficult to classify (e.g., sitting/standing).

Notwithstanding these limitations, this study uses multiple self-adhesive accelerometers to provide a new window to examining how movement disorders affect the activity of those with these conditions. This has the potential to expand our ability to assess patient symptoms beyond the traditional in-clinic assessments and lead to a deeper understanding of movement disorders and their impact on individuals. In addition, this emerging class of sensors provide new, relevant ways to measure disease course that can be used to assess existing and novel therapeutic interventions and to guide clinical care [26].
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